
Program Officer,
National Service Scheme Unit,
Sonopant Dandekar College,

Palghar
Date: 10/08/2018

To
The Principal,
Sonopant Dandekar College,
Palghar

Sub: Request to approve the proposal for conducting a cloth handbag-making
campaign on August 15, 2018.

The NSS Unit of the college is conducting a “Cloth Handbag Making Campaign”
from 15th August 2018 onwards to spread awareness about avoiding the use of
plastics.

We kindly request you to accept this proposal.

Thank you

Yours Sincerely,

Rohit Gaikwad

NSS. Program Officer



Date: 11/08/2018

NOTICE
National Service Scheme (NSS)

CLOTH HANDBAGMAKING CAMPAIGN

NSS Unit plans to conduct a “Cloth Handbag Making Campaign” from 15th

August 2018 onwards to spread awareness about avoiding the use of plastics. To
encourage the use of cloth bags, the NSS Unit has decided to distribute more than
1500 cloth bags to the people. A pre-meeting will be held on 13th August 2018 to
discuss the action plan.

All NSS volunteers are requested to participate in this campaign and make the
campaign successful.

Rohit Gaikwad Dr. Kiran J. Save

NSS. Program Officer Principal
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Activity Report
To promote sustainability and environmental consciousness amongst the

students and the public, the NSS unit has organized a Cloth Handbag Making

Campaign. The production and distribution of cloth bags as eco-friendly

alternatives to plastic bags.

The NSS Team instructed students to contribute 800 cloth bags from their homes,

in addition to the bags collected within the college premises. Furthermore, the

campaign received generous donations from Mr Hitendrabhai Shah, Treasurer

Sonopant Dandekar Shikshan Mandali, who contributed 300 cloth bags to the

campaign. These bags were handed over to Principal Dr Kiran Save to support the

initiative. Prof. Mahesh Deshmukh, the supervisor of the NSS Team, donated 250

cloth bags towards the campaign, demonstrating a commitment to sustainability

and community engagement.

The Cloth Handbag Making Campaign uplifted the spirit of collective action

and community engagement in pursuit of environmental sustainability. Through

collaborative efforts and generous contributions, the campaign has made

significant strides towards reducing plastic pollution and promoting eco-friendly

practices. In the end, students learnt valuable skills related to sewing, designing,

and crafting cloth handbags, empowering them with practical knowledge that can

be used for personal or entrepreneurial purposes.

Rohit Gaikwad

NSS. Program Officer
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NSS Unit conducting “Cloth Handbag Making Campaign


